Joint modeling of zero-inflated panel count and severity outcomes.
Panel counts are often encountered in longitudinal, such as diary, studies where individuals are followed over time and the number of events occurring in time intervals, or panels, is recorded. This article develops methods for situations where, in addition to the counts of events, a mark, denoting a measure of severity of the events, is recorded. In many situations there is an association between the panel counts and their marks. This is the case for our motivating application that studies the effect of two hormone therapy treatments in reducing counts and severities of vasomotor symptoms in women after hysterectomy/ovariectomy. We model the event counts and their severities jointly through the use of shared random effects. We also compare, through simulation, the power of testing for the treatment effect based on such joint modeling and an alternative scoring approach, which is commonly employed. The scoring approach analyzes the compound outcome of counts times weighted severity. We discuss this approach and quantify challenges which may arise in isolating the treatment effect when such a scoring approach is used. We also show that the power of detecting a treatment effect is higher when using the joint model than analysis using the scoring approach. Inference is performed via Markov chain Monte Carlo methods.